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Bar|Scan® Price List
Recommended for Everyday Inventory Use
The Zebra MC3200 is designed to withstand everyday use. The handheld operate efficiently
in hot and cold conditions. It uses the latest version of Bar|Scan, including the ability to capture signatures. The MC3200 uses CE7 OS and has fast 802.11n integrated Wi-Fi connectivity.
MC32N0-RL4SCLE0A, CE7, Rotating Head 1D Laser, Color display & 48 key.…$1,773.00
MC3200 USB Single Slot Charger/Cradle with power supply and cord ........................ 246.00
MC3200 Optional Holster ................................................................................................. 66.00

Recommended for Enterprise User
The Zebra MC55X is a small and light rugged handheld. It uses Microsoft ® Windows Embedded Handheld 6.5 with integrated Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi) and 2D bar code scanning. It uses
the latest version of Bar|Scan, including downloadable prompt configuration files and up to
60,000 existing assets, it connects via USB port, Pocket Outlook or Wi-Fi to maintain
Bar|Scan.
MC55E0-PL0S3QQA9US, Wi-Fi, 2D support, qwerty keyboard, 3600mAh battery . $2,125.00
USB Single Slot Charger/Cradle with power supply and cord ......................................... 222.00

Recommended for Warehouse or Industrial Inventory Use
The Zebra Workabout Pro 4 is designed to withstand challenging environments. The
handheld has impressive modularity which allows you to buy the features that you need now,
and add additional features later. The Workabout Pro 4 is so modular that we recommend
that you review the configurations and accessories guide. For this reason, we prepare a quote
based on your desired configuration.

All handhelds come with a 1 year factory warranty and include our Bar|Scan software license fee. You may also
license our software for a number of different existing handhelds for $675.00 per unit. Prices do not include
shipping. Find out why our customers have chosen Bar|Scan since 1989.
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Visit us at: www.barscan.com
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